The Department of Energy has proposed a rule eliminating
non-condensing natural gas furnaces in favor of condensing
furnaces. But is this really helpful for energy efficiency?

Carbon Emissions

Condensing and non-condensing natural gas furnaces release half
the carbon emissions every year compared to an electric
resistance furnace.
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Annual Cost

Installation Cost

Non-condensing furnaces cost the average
American home $170 a year more annually than
non-condensing, but electric resistance furnace
more than doubles a home’s heating cost.

On average, condensing furnaces typically are
$350 more than non-condensing furnaces, along
with an additional $1,500 and $2,200 in
installation costs.
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DOE estimates that customers would carry a
burden of at least $6-12 billion dollars in new
costs associated with non-condenscing furnaces.

Condensing natural gas furnace installation costs might push consumers
to an electric resistance furnace which has double the annual heating
cost and CO2 emissions of a natural gas furnace.
These figures are based on a 2,000 square foot home in an average climate that uses the national average energy prices and meets Model
Energy Code standards. The carbon emissions analysis includes the following only: space heating, water heating, cooking, and clothes drying.
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The Department of Energy has proposed a rule eliminating
non-condensing natural gas furnaces in favor of condensing
furnaces. But is this really helpful for homeowners?
Since most furnaces in the U.S. are non-condensing, homeowners would have to make costly home
modifications to reconfigure their venting to move to a condensing furnace. DOE estimates that consumers
would carry a burden of at least $6-12 billion in new costs associated with non-condensing furnaces.

Non-condensing
natural gas furnaces
vent typically
through the roof
or chimney of
a home.

Condensing
furnaces usually exit
through the side of
the house and has a
separate water
drain.

Apartment and Condo Owners
Apartment and condominium owners often are restricted from altering their
building's outside venting.
Unable to meet the venting requirements of condensing natural gas furnace,
these consumers would be forced to choose an alternative energy source that
could cost more annually and widen their carbon footprint.

Impact on Other Home Appliances
Want to convert to a condensing natural gas furnace and also have a water heater? You will have
some additional modification costs.
If a non-condensing furnace utilized a shared chimney with a water heater, the
chimney will need reconfiguration after the furnace is no longer in use.
After converting to a condending furnace, your water heater will need new venting to meet the
code, leading to additional costs.

There are approximately 56 million homes across the country that have
natural gas furnaces because of the energy efficiency and cost benefits. The
DOE rule will incentivize switching to less efficient home heating options.
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